
CSC 323 Assembly Program 3  Multitasking Operating System Simulator.

The program will accept the following commands from the keyboard:

QUIT
HELP
LOAD
RUN
HOLD
KILL
SHOW
STEP
CHANGE

The program can process up to 10 jobs at any given time.  A job will have a name, priority, status, run time, and start
time.  The name can be up to eight characters in length and must be unique.  When a job is entered it will begin in the
HOLD mode.  When a job is completed it will be removed from the job queue.
Every time an event occurs to a job, a descriptive message is printed to the screen.  When a job's  time, status, or
priority changes, the job name and a message describing the event that occurred is printed to the screen along the
system time of the event.

The following commands have no operands:
QUIT Terminates the program
HELP Provides help with the program
SHOW Shows the job queue

The following commands have one operand: (where job is the name of a job currently in the job queue)
RUN job Changes the mode of a job from HOLD to RUN, a job must exist in the job queue to

be placed in the RUN mode
HOLD job Changes the mode of a job from RUN to HOLD, a job must exist in the job queue to

be placed in the HOLD mode
KILL job Removes a job from the job queue, the job must be in the HOLD mode
STEP n Processes n cycles of the simulation stepping the system clock, if n is omitted then

one is defaulted and n is a positive integer.

The following command has two operands:
CHANGE  job  new_priority where job is the name of a job and new_priority is the new priority for the

job from 0 through 7.

The following command has three operands:
LOAD  job  priority  run_time where job is the name of a job, priority is the priority for the job from 0

through 7, and run_time is the amount of steps the job will take before it is
completed from 1 through 50.  When a job is loaded it is placed in the
HOLD mode.

If a command is missing a parameter, the program will prompt for the missing information, otherwise the program
will use the data given with the command.

One cycle will process the next job of the highest priority that is in the RUN mode.  The highest priority is 0 and the
lowest is 7.  The system clock is updated for each processing cycle.  When a job is processed, it's run time is
decreased by one.  When a job's time becomes zero, it is removed from the job queue.


